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ABSTRACT

Cool star winds can best be observed in resonance absorption lines seen in the

spectrum of a hot compauiou, due to tile wind passing in front of tile blue star.

We calculate absorption line profiles that will be seen in the ultraviolet part of tile

blue companion spectrum. Line profiles are derived for different radial dependences

of the cool star wind and for different orbital phases of the binary.

lh_w(,n ;)/l<l _Alills<m (l.qS(;) lind theo,('th'ally tirol st<'llar I)ulsal.h)ns (Iriw' Iimss

loss. \V(" l.h('r+'for<, al_,ply o,lr cah',ilati,mls l.(l, Iill(" (:('l)h,eid binary S M,Is('a+" '.VlLi<'ll llas

+t |:}SV COllllJalliOll.

We [in(I an ul)l)cr lh,lit for the (:epheid mass loss of fl <_ 7 x lO-i"5l(., per year

provided that, the sl,(+lla.r wind o1"l,l,c ('Olnl)anion does not, i,lflucnce 1,11(,(:cl)hchl wi;id

at large distances.

\
\
\
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Problem

In their studies of long period variables Bowen and Willson (1986) find large mass

loss for these stars due to tile pulsation, which expels mass during tile expansion

phases. Bowen and Willson conclude tentatively that all pulsating stars have strong

mass loss and that pe,'haps all mass loss of luminous stars is due to radial or non-radial

pl,lsations.

Ig)r hot, sl, ars t,ll(' rTmSSloss ('all I,(' 1)('st ol,s(,rv('(l i.I t],, P (',.yglli I)r()fih's ()f 1,1,' iIV

resolmm:e lines of (:IV at 155011, SilV at 1393,71 and 14()3]!. For l,lle cool Iil,lfino,ls

stars mass Ions so fat" has mainly been studied in the CaII K2 emission cores which

may show blueshifted absorption components if mass loss occurs. For cool supergiants

the Mgll resonance lines at 2800,71 znay also show absorptio,l components in their

emission cores (Stencel el, al. 1980) indicative of mass loss. For Cepheids emission

cores are rarely seen in these resonance lines and if they show absorption components

we cannot be sure whether this means mass loss or whether the structure is due ot

the pulsational motions. The observational determination of the mass loss rate is

therefore difficult for these pulsating stars.

Another method 1o determine mass loss of pulsating stars is provided by the

observation of Cepheids with hot companions. We can then, in the spectrum of the

companion observe the UV resonance al)sorption lines caused by the Cel)heid willd

passitlg in fro,t of 1.1,' hot cOral>anion, see ieigure I. C,iose I,o the COml>anlou l,lw

interaction between a possible wind of tile companion and the Cel>heid wind may

cause some problems for the interpretation, these complications of the line profile

occur near zero radial velocity components of the passing wind if observations are
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made at tile phase shown in Figure l(a). Large line of slght velocity components of

the wind are only seen at large distances fi'om the companion. Wind absorption seen

at large I)lueshifts should not be influenced by tile companion wind unless tile latter

is much stronger I,lia,n the Cel)heid wind. In that case we should see P Cygni line

profiles of tile companion in the observed spectrum.

In order to determine the mass loss from the Cepheid binary S Muscae we will

here calculate the absorption line profiles expected to be seen in the spectrum of the

companion S Mus B, which is a B5 main sequence star.

1.2. I'reviolls 'l'beor¢'l, ical St, miles

i\l_SOrlH, ion liiw IW<_lih's ,'Xl>¢'cI,_'_l i,o Iw seen in the cotnl)anion Sl_('cti'lllil Ii," I.)1,

sl,ar/cool Siil)erg>ianl, llillaries _llie 1,o the' SUl)erg, iant wind we're i)reviolisly ca]clllal,c'_l

by ||('111l)0 (198'1) wil, li l,ll_" (t See syst('lil ill Illilld. lie also includ_'d tim OllliSSiOli liy

tim circunlstella.r wind iiiM, eria.] in his line profile calculations. We calcula.te eiiiission

[or OliO sol, of i)araillol,ers only and show that for our al)l)iication it is iiol, ilYlporl, alit.

[leiripe considered a velocii, y law

,,(,-) - °5, (l)

where RA is the radius of tile mass-losing star and roe is the wind velocity at large

distances froln tim star A. Ilempe claims that if tile turbulent velocity of tile wind

material is comparable to the wind velocity the exact form of the velocity law does not

matter unless the hot corilpaliion is 'lmhhld' the cool star. Under iilost circunlstances

all velocity laws will l)l'odtl(:¢_ very Silllilar alJsoipLioll lille profiles.

Our calculations show thai, tllis does not liold for velocity laws tlia l, d(,cr_'ase

with increasing distance from the mass losing star and also velocity laws which give

a maximum velocity al, some poillt. While llernpe explores a, large range of optical

deptlls along the line of sighl, and also a large range ill l_oo/Oturl , 'iW? I'l,stricl. Ollr
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calculations to small optical depths and only a few values of Vturb. (IIere, Vturb is tile

turbulent velocity in the wind.) hlstead, we concentrate on tile changes in absorption

line profiles due to different velocity laws.

"['he organization of this llaller is as follows. In Challter 2 we go over our inethods

of calculating line profiles. In Chal)ter 3 we describe the absorption lines calculal,ed

for different velocity laws and different orbital phases. We also show the elnission

line obtained for one special case. In Chapter 4 we discuss the observations for

the S Muscae system and compare theoretical and observed line profiles in order to

del, erlnine the mass loss h)l" ,q Muscae. C',ha.1)ter 5 contains a discussion of orl'ors alld

[iiially (',llaplx,r (l Slllillllal'iZl's ollr r¢,siill,s.

2. METIIOD OF CALCULATION

\

\
\

2.1. '/'lie (_eomeLry

The geometry or the binary system is shown in Figure 1. The coordinate parallel

to the line of sight is z, and z = 0 in a plane perlmndicular l o tlie line of sight that

coiltains the Cepheid. The two stars describe circular orbits around their colnlnon

center of mass; the distance between the two stars is assumed to be constant. Figure

1 also explains our notation for the orbital phases, ¢. Angle ¢ is the angle between

the line of sight and the line goillg from the Cepheid to the B star.

It Call I)c spoil frolll I:igur_, I that a.I)sorl>l.ioli Ihies sainl_h" <lil['crclll. <'OilllUllS

through the wind at different orl)itM phases.

For position depicted in lPigure I (a) only material with radial line of sight velocity

v_ < 0 is seen. The wind is sanlpled for distances r from the cool star for which r >_ d

where d is the orbital radius of the blue sta.r around the cool SUl)ergialtt.
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For position in Figure l(b) tile absorption lines sample tile wind for distances

r > 6 where 6 < d. Distances 7" < d from tile cool star are seen twice: once with the

positive and once with negative line of sight velocity component yr.

In position slmwn ill Figure l(c), when the hot conipanioi| is 'in front' of the cool

star, only distances r > d are sampled by the absorption line.

\
\

\

2.2. Calculations of Absorption Component

In calculating model line profiles we make some simplifying assumptions about the

nature of the wind similar to the ones made l)y IIempe (1984). Firstly, mass outflow

I'roni I,Im iIm.ss losing star A is assuliwd l,_ I_e Sld,erica.lly sylmlwl, ric al,ollt, 1,1.. c_.til,m

of the sl,ar. IlL a real sitilatio|| l,here are a nuti,l)er of factors tha.l, can iiiti'odi._e

asymmetry into tl." wind, for exa.iiiple, gravitational l)ertllrbation of the mass flow

by the hot coral)anjou star B, radiation pressure from star II, cluml)S resulting from

il,stabilities causing small local shocks and turbulence, rotation of tim mass losing

star, orbital motion of the binary and wind from star B (if present). We do not

include these complications. Velocity and density profile as a function of distance

from the star are assumed to be constant in time, this means, for instance, that

pulsations of the Cepheid are ignored. This may be an unrealistic approximation for

this special system since the pulsations may be the very mechanism responsible for

driving mass loss. We will come back to this question in Chapter-_Vi,

As will be explained later" 0ii[_v_l;]gti%elocity components of_ _he-wi_d-lqvHi be

. --pO_-%_ "x_..............
studied in detail and modeled. These wind components arise far from the two stars

of the ])inary and hence we feel justified in a.ssuming that ionization fraction._of ions (

like FeII, Sill, AIIII, etc. renlail_ collstant,.

Tim al)sorption along the' cohinui 'iii front' (;if star |1 (see l"ig. I) is calculated as

follows. The cohinln is divided into a large lllllllber of segn-lents of lengl,]l dz. The

ol)tical depth drj, is evaluated h)l' ea('li segnlenl,, and then contril)utions due to all lille
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segments dz are added together to get tile total optical depth of tile lille of sight a,t

one particular wavelength,

,It x = ,(r) • t:o • e -(A)'/A'_I_)2 • dz. (2)

IIere, 7- is tile distance of tile line segment dz from tile mass-losing star A, n(r)

is the number density of absorbing particles in the line segment dz, and to0 is the

absorption coefficient per absorbing particle in the center of the line in the rest fiame

of the absorbers, and

= .%t,t.,b (3)
(,

'l',arl)l:h'l:t v,,h,,'ity, I't..I,, is a I)al'altl('l,('r I,_) I)_' ,t**'t,'vllli:w,I I)y (',,j_llmris,,:_ witll I,I1("

ol,s(,n'vatiolm. '1'11_"h'ngt, h of _'ach lilw s('gllwnt dz was cllos¢,tl sllch t,]lal, i.Iw cl,lng¢, ill

the line of sight velocity across dz is very small COml)ared to the turlm[ent velocity

in the wind.

C,onservation of mass in the wind requires that

,17rr 2N(,')v(,') = constant. (,1)

For a given v(r) this determines total (i.e., all species) number density N(,'). The

abundance and tile degree of ioniza.tion of tile line producing element determines

,,(,')IN(,').

2.3. Calculation of Emission Compol_eHt

The bulk of the emission comes from a large region (linear size of el)out twice

tile stellar separation) around the binary. Emission from this circumstellar envelope

is dominated by ra(liative excitations from the light of the I_ stay a,lL(l (l(_excitatiotls

- collisions can be shown to be unimportant.

\'Ve el)proximate the radiation field of the coral)anion by a, Pla,n(:l_ function for the

T_I[ of the hot coral)anion B. The xlumber of excitations per unit volume and second
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from the ground level at distance rB from star B is then

Next =

Whel'e

1 B_(Teff) Re2
d_ = _ r B 2 "

Bt,, is the Einstein B coefficient for stimulated excitation from lower level l to the

upper level u. The energy emitted into a unit solid angle in the line is given by

¢ = Nexchv/4rr. (6)

'l'lw wnw'h'tj_,l,ll _h'l_oll,h'llco of I,ho eltfissioll iH 1,1."font fvaIHo of tho olIHl,l.ill_ Imrl,ivh,s

is dctrrlniHod I_y I)olH)lor shifts due to I,urlmleHt IZloI,ions and is given by

(7)

2

FA .. m, _ I_11 __= /)A_ tef[']"'7"{7-_,_ t:

Both fluxes are proportional to (RB/D) 2. In the norlnalized profiles these factors

c&rJcel.

The emission line profiles calculated here look similar (in general) to IIempe's but

are not completely identical to his profiles.

(8)

and is centered at, Ar = A0( 1 + _ if V_ is l,he line of sight velocity conrpollent of the

volume element under consideration.

The energy emitted is reduced due to a.bsorption along the path througl, the

wind. This absorption is cah:ulated in the same way as tire absorption in front of

sl,ar B. Integration of the emission c at each wavelength _,\ = ,\ - A0 over all w)lume

elements divided by D 2 gives the amount of energy received here per cm a per second.

D is the distance between the Cepheid and us.

The energy which we receive from star B per cm 2 and second is given by



2.4. Ca.lculation of Mass Loss Rate

Tile mass loss rate fi'om tile surface of star A is

_! -- 'lTr l_A 2 • Nil • vo "Trill. (9)

v0 is the wind velocity at tile base of star A and rnlt is tile mass of Itydrogen atom. We

assumed that metals do not contribute mucl! to tile mass of tile outflowing material.

3. ABSORPTION LINE PROFILES FOR DIFFERENT VELOCITY LAWS

3. I. The St, alJdard Velocity i,a,w

The veh)city law n_ost (:Otlml()llly a(Iol)l,('(l for luminous ()B stars, A-t,yl)e super-

giants (Castor &Lamers 1979), and stars with dense expanding winds, like Of and

Wolf-Ilayet stars (Olson 1981) is of the form,

= + - 1 Ale). (10)
1"

Exponent /3 is usually assumed to be of the order of 1. Figure 2 shows the radial

dependence of the velocity according to equation (10) with/3 = 0.5.

The corresponding absorption profiles for phase angles q_ = 30 °,60 ° , 90 ° and 150 °

(see Fig. 1) are sllown in Figure 3. The scale <)11the horizontal axis is in terms of the

terminal wind velocity, v_. Ratio Voo/Vturb = 10. The correspoll<ling mass loss rate

if the line is A2382.03 of FeII is approximately AI _ 1.12 x 10-u_Mo.yr -l.

Tim al)sorl)l, ion al, tim slim'test wavelengtlls corresl)mldiJlg to t,lke largesl, radial

velocities are due to the ma.teri_fl at the largest distances fi'om star B. l,ooking at

the absorption line profile in Figure 3 it seems at first siglLt surprising that the line

depth increases for larger radial velocities v_ even though the wind density decreases

9



for larger radial velocities i.e. larger distances from star A. It can, however, be easily

verified that the increase in column length contributing to absorption between Vr and

v,- + dr,. more than compensates for the decreasing density.

The sharp dip at tile shortest wavelengths is due to material at terminal velocity.

Even though the density of absorbers with large vr, i.e. at large distances h'om the

star is small, tile length of the colunui contributing to absorption is theoretically

infinite.

The sharp dip at terminal velocity is comnlon to all the profiles because the

_tbsorl)l, ion al, large distances is not affected by the piiase. ¢ of the sysl,cill. For i)ha.ses

¢ :> 90° i,here is i1o a.l)sorpl, ion Oil the lolig wavelengl,]l side or 3,ll I)ecallse star ii is/ill

[rolll,' of star a alld olily the l)art o1"the Willd which is approaching iis is sf-ell ill [rolil,

of B. Phases with small ¢'s (for examl)le, ¢ = 30 °) give rise to deeper al)soI'ption

profiles than for larger 45 because at small 45our line of sight to star B passes close to

star A where the density is high and tile wind velocity small. Coinl)aring absorl)tion

profiles at 45and 180 °- 45, for example, ¢ = 30 ° and 150 °, one can estililate tile alnounl,

of absorption in a column between the two positions of star B. Tltis information is

useful in mapping out the spatial and velocity structure of the wind.

The ratio of the turbulent velocity to the terminal velocity of the wind has some ef-

fect on the shape of the line profile. Turbulence naturally broadens the line, snmothens

out sharp edges and spikes. It also moves the position of the lowest flux i_ the absorp-

tion profile (like the one in Fig. 3) to longer wavelengths. This happens because some

of the al_sorbers uloving at terininal velocity will be 'redshifted' by large turl)ulent

velocity thus making tile nnlnber of absorbers at velocities just S]ly of tim terminal

velocity large. The solid line in Figure 4 is the same as the 4>= 900 profile of Figure

3. The other two lines of Figure ,1 differ froln l,lie solid line only in the ratio l:oo/l_turl >

as shown.
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3.2. ExponeJitial Velocity Law

Ill the last section we showed that a monotonically increasing velocity law gives

rise to a profile with a broad shallow shoulder and a deep spike-like part oil the short

wavelength side of A0. This spike has an abrul)t blue edge. llow much and in which

way does the al)sorption line p,'ofile cha,lge for different velocity laws?

In order to study this we modified the wind velocity law such that after an initially

high velocity close to the mass losing star the velocity drops at large distances from

the star. This is achieved with an exponential velocity law of the fo,'m

,,(,.) = ,,.(,,. i-,') (11)

A tylfical eXallll_h' c,l" sucll a w'hwity law is shmvn iu Figure 5, witll _¢ ---- :Ill, b = 2.5,

c---- 0.12 and v(_ = 100. Note that ill this imrl, icular case l,lle velocity ilea.rly tea.elms

its asyillpl,ol.ic wdue a.t r/HA _ 1,5, whh'h is hu'ger l,lmn the Selmra.l.ioH of I.Ile stars

in the S Mus system.

Since mass flow and radiation field come from two spatially separated sources,

the radial velocity distribution, v_, of the matter in a column in front of star B (i.e.,

material responsible for absorption) can 1)e quite different from v(r). This point is

well illustrated in tile present case of an exponentially decreasing velocity law. Figure

6 shows the radial velocity profile along the line of sight as a function of z. There is

a hump in v_, even though v(r) is decreasing monotonically.

Absorption line profiles for this case are shown in Figure 7 for different orbital

i)hases. Tile velocity is expressed in terms of the terminal velocity, which is v.c (see

eq. [11]). For small angles 05 our line of sight to star B passes close to star A where

tim velocity of out[lowing nmterial is large, so the red and blue wings on either side of

,\0 are fartlmr away from l,he rest wavelength than for larger values of 05. Conversely,

for 05 close to 90 °, the separation of the two stars on the sky is large. Now light from

star B on its way to us passes through slow moving material at large distances from

I1



star A and hence all absorption is very close to A0. The central (lip which arises due

to tile material at ternfinal velocity, is not affected by tile phase of the system.

We discuss in detail the absorption line profile generated by this velocity law

at orbital phase 4> = 30 °. The dip just on the short wavelength side of the rest

wavelength is due to the wind material at large distances from the star. In addition

to this main feature there are also two tess pronainent features -- the s].allow broad

wings on either side of the line center. The wing at the blueshifted wavelengths comes

from material at and near the line of sight velocity peak. Even though the density is

quit(,' low tller(_ I)ecause of tim high velocity m,[ large distaJw(; ft'oIll star A, th('r(_ are

I.wo Sl)al, ii_lly Selmral.('d regi(,is itl I,ll(' li,o .f sight col_l.ril>lll,illg I,(_ 1.1w al_sol'l)l.ioll el.

I,Iios(' t,,.'s (s(,e Fig. 6). A siltfila_" wi]lg apIwars (m the rod si(l(' it. is dtl<, I,() iiml,(u'i_ll

from tl,e 'back' side of star A which is streaming away from us.

'File main difference of this type of absorption profile compared to that of equation

(10) (see Fig. 3) is that the position of the maximnln absorption dip is changed. In the

case of tile standard velocity law most absorl)tion occurs at the shortest wavelengths

while in the case of the cxl)oncntial law it is very close to the rest wavelengtil. In

both cases the amount of absorl)tion at velocities other than terminal velocities varies

with the orbital t)hasc of the system.

3.3. Velocity Laws with a Maximum

This is a modification of the exponentially declining law considered itl tile previous

section. Equation (ll) implies that velocity of the material at the surface of star A

is ve,'y large. For c'xallq)le, takiqg O(luatio,I (l l) witll a = 30, b = 2.5, c = 0.12

and v0 = 100 gives 2023 km.s -1 as the velocity close to the surface of star A, where

r = RA. This rather large velocity is very difficult to exI)lain in physical terms since

it means that the wind is highly supersonic at thc surface of a star. A more l)hysical]y
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plausilAe situation is a,chieved by contbining eql,ations (10) and (11), namely

,,(,.)= + - ×(,. c-'/nAb+ <:).
?,

It can bc easily seen from equation (12) that now the initial velocity is smaller by a

factor of 100 (because i -ha is small there), i.e. v(RA) is now _, 20 km.s -I . The
T

velocity then rises rapidly, reaches a peak close to star A (at r/RA " 2) and declines

exponentially as in equation (11), see Figure 8. The velocity according to equation

(10) dominates the one of equation (12) only at small r. The velocity according

to equation (12) is t.herefore similar to the velocity of equation (11) a.t most ra(lii

;lil(I I, li('i'('l'on'(' l, li(' I'('siilt,alil, alm(irlii, ioll Iili(' I()()l<s v('i'y siiuilar i,o I, hai, ol,i, ain('(t wil.li

C(luai, ioN (11). (s(,(, Fig. 9.) N()I,_', h<,w('v,,r, tl_al, l,h(, d<'Nsil, ics a.1.1.1_(;su,'l'a('(' (,f i,l_("

sl,;i.r, ali(I II('ll(_(" l,lic IliaSS loss I'a.t,('S ill I, II(, tWO I)rolil(_s (if l"iglii'(_ 9 ;11"(' v('ry dilf('r('iil,!

Tllis win(I profile is (lualital, ively silnilar to t,he win(1 i)rofile of SOlil(_ cools stars

as given by Carpeiiter (198,1). lie deduced the shape of the velocity profile [ronl

the FeII asymnlctric line profiles in the extended chromosphere of el Orionis. The

strongest parts of the line are forme(I farthest froln the photosl)here in a (lecelerating

region, illtermcdiate strength line parts arc formed in accclcratillg regions closer to

the 1)hotosi)here aud the velocity in the part of the wind closest to the star is almost

JJat.
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4. TIlE S MUSCAE SYSTEM

,l.1. The Geometry of the S Muscae System

The l)hysical parameters of tile S Muscae system are as follows. S Mus is a binary

with an orbital period of 505.2 (lays and a mass sum of approximately 10M O (Evans

,_ Bolton 1990). The puisational period of tile Cepheid is 9.66 days (l,loyd Evans

1982). With an observed orbital velocity amplitude vrsini ,-_ 13.8 km.s -I we derive

an inclination i ,_ 30 °. Star A, which is a Cepheid, has a radius of roughly 50R o.

Radius of star B, a B5V star, is approximately 5R O. Our assumption of a circular

orllil, I'(ir i,li_' sl,;i.lS ill I, li_' I_iliai'y is jllsl, il]_'(I li_'i'_' SiliCa' I.li(' I'lTl'lll.r](']l,y Of t,h_" _ Mils

,q.ysl,('lll is, E" _ ().();I -__ [).()_1 (I,Ioycl I']V*'lllS 19S2, lgv;lllS _Z, IIoII,oil 1990). 'l'lll' I, wo ._l,;i.l'_

a,re sopa.rated by _ 5761/_®. The efrecLive telliperaLure of star B was taken to I)e

17,000°K ([:lohiil-Vitense _ Prol]]Lt 1985), and its spectrunl iii Lhe UV region was

api)roxiinated 1)y a black body at thai, tenlperature.

The gOOllieLry Of the sysLonl and Lhe direction to the observer at dllTerenL orbital

phases are shown in Pigure l. As was explained hi Chapter 2, at different orbital

phases the line of sight to the hot companion may pass through the wind a.t different

distances from the mass losing star.

In addition to determining the wind velocities at different distances r from the

cool star we can also saml)le the degree of ionization of the wind at different distances

from the slat" by observing the line profiles for lines of different ions. Such studies are

only possible in the ultraviolet where strong resonance lines of FeI, I¥II, MnII, SiI,

Sill, SiIIl, SilV, CII, (.',IV, AIII and AIIII call I)e observed iN Lhe spectruln of I,lw. 11.5

star unimpeded by the varying Cepheid lines. Note that the degree of ionization of

the cool star wind may be expect, ed to be higher close to the blue companion either

due to a shock developing around the B star if it accretes material or, if the B star is

losing illaSS, due to {,lie shock in t,he region wllere the winds froln both stars collide.
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(See Che-Bohnenstengel & l:_eimers 1986.)

4.2. Tile Ultraviolet Spectra of S Muscae

The observational data used in this paper was taken by tile 1UE satellite in the

period 1982-1988 using LWR, LWP and SWP cameras. Most of the observations were

done by one of us (E. B.-V.). The complete list of tile spectra, the dates they were

obtained, the orbital phase of the S Mus binary system and the pulsational phase of

the Cepheid at those times are given in Table 1. Most of the spectra were taken at

the maximum radial velocity phase, i.e. orbital phases 0.25 and 0.75.

l"igures 10, I 1, and 12 show SlWCl.ra of sew','al ions a.i, various orlfital phases of tluz

sysl.eln (see 'l'a.I)le I). (Nol,e: Cmly standard IUI'] processing was used to ol,tail_ these

spectra.) All SlmCl, ra ill lqg. l0 alld I! wm'e taken at an orlfit,al I_l,ase 05 = 90 °. 'l']le

line profiles for A < 2,100,71 are wwy noisy because of the low sensitivity of the calnera

for these wavelengths. All the resonance [liras [rave a very deep absorption feature

close to/.Ire 0 t'adial velocit,y. Tl_is cet_t_'al real, ut'e ¢loes trot vat'y wit.It the pl_a.se of t,he /

/system and _s-befieve.d-t,o-ge mostl3 due to the interstellar material._The equivalent .......

widths of these central lines are somewhat larger than what would be expected given , "-

the reddening of S Mus. The widths of these lines (½FWIIM _ 28 km.s -1 ) are "

slightly higher than the typical velocity dispei'gi-ons of int_erStellar cl0hds i, .If-part of- ......

the central feature is due to the wind of star B then that could in principle account

for the width of the line and also the fact that ¢ = 90 ° lines are slightly redshifted q_tr I,

It'''_ ., ,,._ ,',i ::t
from 0 km.s -/ ,'

,,,, ,,, _t I

At orbital phase 05= 90 ° most of the 0-volt resonance lines of Fell (Fig. 10), Sill,

A/Ill witll inodevately good signal to noise ratio, haw.' a gefJl, lc' exl,¢mded dip at aboul,

-170 k,n.s -1 from tire line center. We need a theoretical profile that reproduces this

blue dip at q5 = 90 ° and possil)ly shows some absorption clone to the rest wavelength.

The extended blueshifted dip is absent in some other resonauce lines, most nol,_tbly
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in tile weaker MnlI lines (Fig. 11, 12). Tlle absence of this feature in non-resonance

lines can be explained by tile lower abundance of Mn as compared to Fe, about a

factor of 100.

There is a.nother absorpt,ion feature which is common to many lines. The short

wavelength side of the central absorption clip h_ a gentler slope than its long wave-

length counterpart. This feature is quite prominent in the lines of FeII, MnII, SiIV,

AIIII at, all orbital phases of the system (Fig. 10, 11, and 12) t,hough it appears to

be variable.

'l'l_isfi,al,11resl_ows low lilw(_l"siglltw'locil,yco1111)onewll,saIid l,hevefi)reco_lhll_OS-

sihly be a,ll illl,ersl,_'llar cOnll)oile111,, lzl order 1.o check tllis we looke_l at t,]le Sl>ecl.rul_l of

a B2V sl,_r in a difFerent direction of the sky, lid 3369, and found similar lille profiles

for several lines. This suggests tiler this extended blue wing is probably illtrinsic to

the star. The apl)aretll, variabilil.y of t.lle fea.t,H!:e argues against a.ll illl.ersl.ellar origin.

Tiffs feature might thell be due to a B slav wind. The a pi)earance of this ext,ended

wing also in the supposedly single star IID 3369 would argue in favor Of t,his inter-

pretation. We checked the line profile which would be expected for a single B star

wind assuming the velocity law for this wind to be of the form given i11 equation (t0).

Vigure 13 shows the expected line profile, which looks rather similar to the observed

one. (Note, however, that in this case the total number density at the surface of the

single star has been rednced by a factor of 10 to make the profiles look similar.) It

surprises us, however, that the wind of a star with 17,000I( shovld have such a low

degree of ionization. _ge do however also see some indicat,ion of a 'blue' wing in some

higher iolfizatiou particles like CIV.

It may also be possible that this feat,ure could be due t,o tire Cepheid wind close

to the B star. In any case the interpretation of this feature is ambiguous. We there-

fore concentrate on the shorter wavelength absorl)tioll COml)Onenl,s wllich originate
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in xnaterial with a large line of sight velocity which means material which is at large

distances from star B. This material is not disturbed by tile B star wind and gives

us more reliable information about tile Cepheid wind. (If the B star wind carries a

larger monmntunl titan the C(.'l)hei(I wind it couhl bh)w away tile Cepheid wind, we

would then see a typical stellar wind line l)rofile for the B star lines, which we do not

ol)serve.)

4.3. Fitting Model Line Profiles To Observations

We have the best spectra and also most spectra for l)hase q_ = 90 ° . We shall

I II('rcl'()r(' us(' I.II('s(' sl_('c'l.ra.. 'l'l_e sllalh)w ,lip (m the Idue si(h' of I.II(, rest waw'h'lltzl.ll call

l_e well al)l)roxinlat('(I I)y tile inoll()touically increasing velocity law givmh I)y eqllatioll

( satellite features) ()lily(10). The other two w'locity laws,.wouhI yield extended dips' ' ' '
i

at phases other than b = 90 °. (See Fig. 7, 9.) 'Fl,erefore we are going to assume the

velo(:ity law of e(luatioll (10) with fl = 0.5 in all ou," sul)se(lumlt I)rofih' COml)a.risons.

Theoretical profiles based on this velocity law and the geometry of tile S Muscae

system were fitted to several Veil, Mnll and AIIII lilies. (Fig. 1,1) Note that it is only

the shallow I)lue wing around -170 km.s -1 that is being modeled here. The central
• [ _

• , [

feature ((:lone to 0 km.s -l ) is probal)ly mostly interstellar as discussed earlier. Using

solar abundances of elements, i.e. Ve/ll=3xl0 -5, Mn/ll=2.5x 10 -r, Al/II=2x 10 -6,

the set of parameters that fit the observed profiles best are as follows (solid line): _,_ =

220 km.s -_ , Vturb ---- 50 km.s -1 , and the mass loss rate, 3"I = 1.5 x 10-t°M__)yr -l

assuming that Fe is all in the form of Fell. Since the '(lips' differ a little fiom line

to line and fiom sl)ectrum to si)ectrum due to mainly noise, there is a ra.nge of

l)arameters that can fit tile observed line profiles equally well. For example, the

following set of parameters will also fit the l)rofiles (dashed line in Fig. 1,1) v_ = 185

km .s-1 , Pt,,rb _--- 37 km.s -1 , and 21"I= 1.13 x 10-1°Moyr -1. (Note that lines whose

spectra (lo not slmw any blue wing al)sorl)tion (e.g. A IIII ,\185,1.72, A llil A1862.78
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and MnlI .k2605.70) are not expected to have any observable absorption according to

the model.) The mass loss rates in both cases are very similar. The mass loss rate is

thus stlmller than migllt, ha,ve 1)ee_J expected for a, pulsating star if tnass loss is indeed

mainly occuring due to i)ulsations. Could the emission from the envelope i.fiuence

the result? We have calculated the emission fi'om the envelope around the binary

using the second set of parameters above. Figure 15 shows a 23821t resonance line of

FeII with four theoretical lines superimposed on it. A pure absorption line and a final

line profile including emission. The two types of line, solid and dashed, have the same

meaning as in Figure 1,1. A slight improvement iu the fit may perhaps l)e seen wlhen

i.ri.(liwLg I,iw w('ak rltfissioll. 'l'lw cNfissi(>. I_;Irt (_f I,l.' li._' I>rofil(' is .or, I._wew'r,

iH_l)ortan_ i. COml)a, rison with the a.bsorptio, for t,]je following reasons: [irsl, ly, l,]w

sl,rengl,ll of I,Ii(, (._lfi._sion w;_s ;llways found I.o I)e IlIUCll h.ss I.Im. tile rorr('sl_ndl.g

al)sorpl.io., a,lld secol.lly, sitlce I,Ile lmlk of t,ll(- (,missio. ('oNws fi'ONI I.Iw r('gio. I_c'twr'(_ll

the two stars where both the density of the wind material and the radiation intensity

are high, the emission is usually not far displaced from the line center where it is

altnost completely covered u i) by much stronger interstellar a,1)sorl)tion. 13ecause of

these factors wc have concentrated on the far wings of the absorption corresponding

to high radial velocities.

5. ERROR DISCUSSION

Several sources of error have to be considered.

5. I. l'laceme, t o( t.h(_ C(mt.i,,m_l

_in(:c I,Ile sllorl, wa.v('l(,ngtl_ al_s(_rl)l, iol_ wi,g is wide m,l slmll()w a.(I si_w(, l,he

st)cctra arc noisy we may misju(lgc the l)osition of the continuum. 13ccausc these

wings are optically thin the derived mass loss rate is directly proportional to the
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depth. The true lille depth would have to be twice as deep as adopted for the mass

loss rate to be twice the derived value. This seems to be an upper limit for the

uncertainty in tile line depth. An error of this kind will not change tile order of

magnitu(le for tile inass h)ss rate.

Any error in tile adopted oscillator strength would also be of minor importance.

5.2. Degree of Ionization of the Wind

In deriving tile mass loss rate we assumed that iron is all in the form of Fell.

There are no usa.hie gelll lines in t.he file _yavelength region. We therefore looked

al, the Allll resonallce lines at 185,1.711 and 18(;2.85'1 t.o see whel.her any Idue wings

dl,e I,oIllass loss could Im seen. I"igllre I,I shows the ol_serw'd lilm I_rofiles. We see

no indication of blue wings. AIII has an ionization energy of 18.82eV while Veil has

an ionization energy of 16.18eV. The difference is very small. Tim a.imndance of A1 is

a factor of 10 less than lee. The oscillator strengths of the AIlII lines are a factor of

2.6 larger than the one for the 2599.,111 line (f=0.565 for the AllIl 1854.7A line and

f=0.22 for the FeII 2599.,111 line). If there wouhl be 5 times as much AIIII as AIII

we shouhl see the shallow blue wing of AIIII line as strong as the Fell line. Since we

do not see any AIlII we conclude that there could be at most 3 times as much Felli

as FeII if any at all.

We thus conclude that the derived mass loss rate due to these effects could be

wrong by at most a factor of 6, if both the uncertainties conspire to work in the same

way.

5.3. ltcality of Bhae Wing

We naight ask whether the shallow dilt around -170 k,n.s -I is actually due to the

wind of the companion. Could it be intrinsic to the BSV star spectrum7 The profile

does not support this suspicion, however we did look at the UV spectra of liD 60098,
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a standard single B4V star. Some lines in its spectra seemed to have a shallow dip at

around -170 km.s -1 . There are very few good IUE comparison spectra for standard
sl,ec[rc,, _,1_ q _ L_0._ I e-_

stars of this spectral type. Most of tile observed stars are either pecuha0 or have lngh

rotational velocities. In any case assuming that the shallow dip is due to the Cepheid

wind gives us an upper limit for the Cepheid mass loss. We then conclude that for

the S Mus Cepheid, fl _< 7 x 10-1°Me per year.

5.4. Periodic Variations

Could it be that the wind of the Cepheid varies periodically and we just hat)pened

to study i,lze win(I al)sorl)l, ion at a phase wllen little, nm.l,erial is passing by I,Ile l_.SV

sta.r_ l"or l,lu_ l:dlas(' 4' -- 90° w(, hay(' olJserw_.thms f()r a wh,oh, inllsal,h_lJal cy('l(' (lh::,ll fly

Vitenseet a l. 19!)0). Wedo 1,or see anysystellm.ti(" variations for this I,iJne interval.

Should we eximct any va.riations at a/l?

It" we assume that the Cepheid mass loss occurs in discrete bursts then we might,

be able to see these in the absorption line. Along the line of sight we should see density

enhancements at certain intervals. These high density regions would correspond to

different line of sight velocity components. We might then see increased absorptions

;st regular intervals. \Ve find, however, that t!_e line of sight w;locity separations

of these high density regions are typically smaller than the turbulent velocity in the

wind. IIence any discreteness in the wind that might have been there to start with will

I)e washed out I)y the turbulence in the wind. S¢) we do not expect to see variations

in the shal)e of tim absorl)tio,t line during the course of a pulsational cycle.

5.5. i)ist, raH_am:e of the Cel;heid Wiml by a. Possible Wind of the B,SV (;Omlmld(m

I,ittle is klmwll a.hout win(Is fi'onl 1_SV stars, Iml, l.lwy are assllnwd to Iw weak and

the corresponding mass loss small. (Note, however, that IIagen, tlempe and lleimers

(1987) claim to see a wind fi'om c_ Sco companion (B4V) with about 500 km.s -l in
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the SiII lines, which is howevernot seenin tile FelI, CrlI or NilI lines.)

If a B5V stellar wind is present its masstossline profile should not vary in any

systematicway for different orbital phaseswhile tile Cepheidwind profile shouhl vary

systenlatically in tl,e nmnller describedabove. The two stellar wiuds should thus be

distinguisilable.

For tile S Mus companion we do soinetimesseean extended wing in the SiIV

139311line, but it is not seenin the weaker1402,71line. It is therefore likely that the

wing in the 139311line is due to another line. We may seean asymmetry in the AIIII

r)_ t':.( °IS54.7_1 lille a lid in tlw Fell lille al. _,_S.L.)A (Fig. 1,1) whi,'ll tllay l_e _llle to a BSV

star breeze.

The asymllletry in the line extends to Vr "_ -50 kln.S -1 l"or a ILSV star the

escape velocity is ._700 Mll.S -t It is therefore dol,btfill wllether l,he asylllnlctry is

indeed due to a wind which escapes front the star. If it is due to an escaping wind

then the high velocity densities are so small that we do not see most of tile wind

absorption line, we only see the part of the line at small velocities, v_ > -50 kln.s -1

, i.e. close to the I_ star. This means that at velocities v_ _I00 kln.S -I whicll we

study (p. v) froin tile BSV star must be less thau (p. v) froln tile Cepheid, where p

and v are density and velocity of the wind respectively. The momentum from the B

star wind is therefore smaller than tile one froln the Cepheid. We therefore do not

think that it is possible for the BSV star wind to "l>low" the Cepheid wind out of the

line of sight colt, Inn.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered three different types of velocity laws for mass

loss from stars. The three types are: a lnOllOtonically increasing law, a IlIOnOtoni-
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tally decreasinglaw (exponential decline), and a coinbination of both, a wind which

accelerates,reachesa peak and deceleratesto a constant terminal velocity.

'['lie corresponding absorption lines arising ill tile spectrum of tile companion were

calculated for different parameters of the velocity law and different orbital I)hases of

the binary system. The material responsible for absorption on the one side and the

radiation field on the other side were assumed to come from two spatially separated

sources, star A and star B respectively. This special geometry gave rise to interesting

absorption line shapes.

I,'()v illonol,otlically ilwr(,asillg wind v(,locil, i(,s wo fill(I t.h(' d('('l)('st al)rorl)ti()ll ;it.

l,h(" sllort w;_v('lellgl, h ('(Ig(' ()f tll(' ai)s(lrl)l.ioH li,w at the l,(wmillal w, lo(ity.

I"or ()lll, w_vd (l('(:r(_sitlg wind v(_l(_(:il,i('s l.h(, ra(lial v(-Iocil,y ah)llg 1.1_(, li,w (_[",_ight

shows maxima lea(ling to inove or less broad and flat 'satellite' COml)Onents whose

wavelengths depend on both, orbital l)hase and the velocity law. Obscrviqg tile

_bsorl)ti(m lil_es at (li/l'cr_'lJt t)has_'s t)err_fits the SOl)aral.iol_ of tlw l)hasc' (,ff_'cl.s al_(l

the wind velocity law.

The analysis of tile sl)ectra of S Mus system is complicated by a number of factors:
_. I(_, 5Iv? _t,([ _:,:.

firstly, part of the observed absorption fd-_i_ure_,_ai:e--due to interstellar material, and

_-z2__ t __
part could be due to the wind of tile hot companion2 Secondly, the gravity field of star

B could, in principle, influence ttle pattern of the wind material velocity, such that

part of the material close to the B star might be falling towards star B. In this case we

should have some absorption on the long wavelength side. There is some indication

of that in tile spectra of some lines but the evidence is insuMciellt. Thirdly, most of

the sl)e.<:tra are ])l_/gu('(I with ivr('gulav l_u!11])s alld dil)S , so_l(" of wl_i('l_ are, of ('o_rse,

noise, but some (:()(lid be due l,(_ I,lie _()_-u_if()rm _ature of the wi_(l. For exa_lq)le,

turbulence in the wind can produce local shocks which will lead to a distorted line

l)rolile shape, l_y ohserving only 1,1_('parts o[" the wing for v_ < -5() k_.s-I w(, avoid
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problems with material close to the B5 companion. This also avoids tlle problems

with the interstellar lines.

In order to deal with the above difl]culties we have to make some simplifying

assumptions about the S Mus sysLenl and then proceed with the fitting. We assuine

a spherically symmetry wind which should be a good al_proximation for the large

distances from the B5 star whicl_ we are studying. The velocity law that fits the

observations best is given I>y equatioil (10). The corresponding mass loss is derived

to be of the order of 10 -9- 10-1°MQyr -1. This would be an upper limit if the shallow

blue wing dip were not entirely due to the Cel_heid wind. Considering uncertainties

ill tim coiil, inlil,iIl fil.l.i,lg al,_l i,i 1,1,_,d_'gr¢'_' el" iol,izal, ion 1.11_'Nlass loss <'o,lld possil_ly

lm larger I>y _lr I'acl._Jr of 6.

\Vo do not tliink 1,1tat a i)ossible wind frolli I1OV star colni)aliion could disturb

the Cepheid wind eliougii l,o liavo all effect eli otlr lllass loss deternlination.

The main conclusion of tlkis study is then that whal, ever the exact form of the

velocity law is and whether or iiol, star [_ has a wind of its OWli, {lie lllaSS loss rate from

the Cepheid is very small, < "2× l()-i°Mc._yr -i, A more eoinprehensive study iS nec-

essary to determine whet.her iiiass loss frolil other, especially longer period Cepheids

/t 1 * I qmay be larger. A search for long period _.<l>liem. with suitable bhle companions is

necessary to naake such a study l)ossib[e.
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TABLE l

Observational Data

Spectrum Date Orbital Phase Pulsational Phase

LWP 3035

LWR 13849

I,WR 15538

I,Wl{ 15975

SWP 3i5,12

SWP 315'13

SWP :13,135

LWP 13163

LWP 13176

LWP 13183

LWP 13196

LWP 13233

1984, 78

1982,215

1883, ,_1

1983. 139

1987,224

1987.22,1

1988.124

1988. 12,1

1988 128

1988. 129

1988,131

1988 136

day 0.29 0.030

day 0.10 0.700

(lay 0.56 0.625

day (I.67 0.6,13

(lay (/.72 0.739

day 0.72 0.739

(lay 0.25 O.125

day 0.25 O.125

(lay 0.25 0.562

day 0.25 0.643

day 0.25 0.944

(lay 0.25 0.436
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Figure Captions

Fig. l.--The geometry of tile binary system at various phase angles, ¢. A

is the mass losing star, and B is the blue companion. The shaded column shows

the ,,,aterial see,, in ab. o,ptio,, by the observe,'. ¢=90 °, (b) ¢ <90 °, (c)
¢ >90 °.

Fig. 2.--Standard velocity law as a function of tile distance from tile mass

losing star A. The form of tile velocity law is v(,') = (0.01 + 0.99[1 - RA/r]°"_).

Fig. 3.--Absorption line profiles from a binary system. The velocity law is

shown in Fig. 2. Different line types correspond to different phase angles of the

system: ¢=30 °, 60 ° , 90 ° , and 150 ° . The ratio of the terminal wind velocity to

tile turlmlenl, w'locity ill I.Ile witM, /_c_//'turl,, iS equal to l0 for all four profiles.

l'-'ig. 4.--Absorl_tioll lilw Iwofiles for tire velocity law sllown in Fig. 3. The

three different types of li_ws correspolul to three ratios of tile terminal velocity

of the wind to its turl)uh'tlt, velocity: v_o/vt.,t,=3, 10, and 15.

Fig. 5.--Exponential velocity law as a function of tile distance from the

mass losing star. The l'or111 of tile velocity law is v(r) = vo(3Oe-"f'-.SRa + 0.12)

km.s -1.

Fig. 6.--Radial profile, v,., of the exponential velocity la.w sllown in Fig.

5 as a function of the radial coordinate, z. The phase of the binary is ¢=90 °.

Notice that the profile is not a monotonous function; in particular, it exhibits

a peak at a distallce of 5l?A lronl the blue companioll.

Fig. 7.--Absorption line profiles at different orbital phases of the binary,

¢=30 °, 40 °, 60 °, 90 °, and 150 °. Velocity law shown in Fig. 5 was used. The

ratio Voo/Vturb is 10 for all five profiles.

Fig. 8.--A velocity law willl a maxiillt, m as a function of tile distance from

the mass losing star, v(,') = ,,0(0.01 + 0.9911 - l_A/,'l)" (a0 + 0.12)

km.s -1. Notice that the velocity profile has a peak at a distance smaller than

the separation of the two stars in tim binary.
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Fig. 9.--A comparison of absorption lines profiles for two different velocity

laws: the solid line corresponds to velocity law of Fig. 5, tile dashed line

corresponds to that of Fig. 8. The orbital pllase _ is 30 ° in both cases. Notice

that even though tlte shapes of the two line profiles are similar ill both cases,

tile number of a.1)sorl)ers _long tile line of sight is not. Mass loss rate for tile

dashed line profile (w.'locil.y law wil, h a maximum) is 2.5× 10 s times larger than

the one for the solid line profile (exponential velocity law).

Fig. 10.--Observed line proliles of five resonant FelI lines. All spectra were

taken at an orbital l)hase ¢=90 ° .

Fig. ll.--Observed line profiles of four resona.nt MnlI lines. All spectra

were taken at an orbital phase ¢=90 ° . Note that four features in this Figure

are crossed out and labeled 17. These are resea.u marks.

Fig. 12.----()l_served lille' profiles of t'esolmnt lilkos of lklllli. 'l'llese spectra

were taken at orlfital I)llases oilier i.lmll j_=!)(}o.

Fig. 13.--A1;sol'ptioll li,w profiles of tile velocity law givml in Fig. 2. rl'he

solid liue shows tl,e prolil,' t,ll_ll, would arise It'olll a sillgle star. 'l'lle dashed liue

corresponds to a liue seen in a binary, where mass out, flowing from one star is

illuminated by light from the hot compa,lion star.

Fig. 14.--Six panels show observed line profiles of several resouant lines
and two model fits to each line. Note tlta.t it is the shallow wing at around -170

km/s that is being fit, not the central part of the line! Both models assume

the standard form of tile velocity law shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the

velocity law are as follows: solid line, voo = 220 km.s -l, Vturb=50 km.s -l, and

the mass loss rate, _I = 1.5 x 10-1°M • yr-l; dashed line, vo_=185 km.s -l,

Vt_rb=37 km.s -I, and _'I = 1.13 x 10-1°M • yr -1. Note that we did not attempt

to nmdel the central stl'ong component of the absorption line because it is

probably mostly interstellar.

Fig. 15.--The influence of tile emission part of the line on tile line profile
as a whole. A resonant line of Fell is used as an exalnple. One set of solid and

dashed lines represents al)sorption ouly, while the other set of lines corresponds

to the absorl)tion plus enfissioll. I1, (all b(' se('u tlmt enfission [lltroduces very

little difference illl,o the line pt'olqles far fi'ollt the rest wavelength. (Note that it
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is only the sha.llow blue wing t,hat is being fit.)
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